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ABERDEEN libertarian group. Con-
tact céo l6§ King St. Aberdeep__
I IR * David F1€tEHe¥T'59
Cgmbgian Street, Abgrystgyth
EEEEAST anarchist collective e70
Just Books, 7 Winetavern Street,
Bglfast 1. __ ____
BI§ETNdfiEE'neet sondaye's.50 pm
at the Fox & Grapes, Freeman St.
or ring Joanna 440 5152 (also
searChs_Esmiaisi_£raasl_________BRISTOL CITY 4 British Road,
Bristol BS5 5BW
BRISTOL Students: Libertarian So-
ciety, Students Union, Queen's
B2eQi_§£isiQl_§______._____ ____QAM§BI2§E_;_asn_22aia2i_susiied_
CANTERBURY Alternative Research
Group. Contact Wally Barnes,
Eliot College, University of
KeQl¢_C§Q1§rbur ________________
CARDIFF write ego One-O-Eight
BaakehO2i_1Q§_§ali§ha£i_EQi_____
CHELTENHAM anarchists see street
sellers, 1l.OO-l.5O Saturday
mo;p;QgsL_Boots Corner, High_§§;
covsnrar John England, Students
Union, Univ of Warwicg,_QQyentry
DERBY: Collaborators welcome.
Contact Andrew Huckerby, 49 West-
leigh Ave., Derby DE5 5BY tel.
568678. No connection with some
of the grafitti appearing in the
Qurwu2___“___”_"
EAST ANGLIAN Libertarians. Martyn
Everett, ll Gibson Gardens,
Saffron Walden, Essex ___
EDINBURGH anarchists meet 8 pm on
Monday at First of May Bookshop,
£5_NidQ§ie St., Edinburgh_______
EXETER Anarchist Society, Univ.
of Exeter, Devonshire House,
Siasser_E2adi_Fsaisr__________GEASGOW Anarchist Group. Initi5I-
ly, weekly meetings. For further
information contact John Cooper,
34 Raithburn Avenue, Castlemilk,
G1ass2u_&ii_________________GREENWICH & BEXLEY. Any trade
unionists interested in forming a
syfidicalist group please contact
£2 Q_E%§£¢_&Z_§lQ§e _EalEl§F2_2TH
HASTIN S Anarchist_%roup, Solst-
ice, 127 Bohemia Rd.,St.—Leonards
;on-Sea,Sussex.Tg1. O424 Q2255]
HIGH BENTHAM. Ask at the Dragon-
fl on Saturda s
HUNDERSEIELD. M¥gs. Every §_Weeks
For details phone O484-58156
I£e1ris21;m_i2_§isd_e1iis._i.lei2a) _._'.___
HULL Libertarian Collective. Pete
Qggdan %Q Perth St. Hullgflglorkshsimffidr N & WARWICK e76 42 Bath
§irseii_Leaaiasi2a_§sa___________
LEEDS 2haaas_2i_ads£ses to
L%¥E%%%%RPark Road, Leeds 6
e N aaar2hisi_ rev = Lyn
Hurst, 41 BriarfieldgD¥I§e,
itei. 0555-21250 (days). 0555-
414060 (nightg). Bookshgp:
Blackthorn, 7 Highcross St (tel
0535-21896). Libggtgglan Educa-
tion: 6 Beaconsfield Rd. (tel.
§ L_i______

O .L NDON:
Anarchy Collective, 57a Grosvenor
Ave., N.5.Tel.359—4794 before
7 p.m.
Freedom Collective, 84B White-
chapel High Street, E.l. Tel.
247-9240 I ‘
Hackney Anrchistsi Dave, tel.
249-7042 0

Kingston Anarchists, 15 Denmark
Rd. Kingston-upon-Thames. Tel.
549-2564
London Workers‘ Group, Box W,d
182 Upper Sta, N.1.Tel.249—7042
Love V. Power, Box 779, Peace
News (London office: 5 Caledonian
Rd., N.l) '
West London Anarchists, 7 Pennard
Road, W.l2
MALVERN & WORCESTER area. Jock
Spence, Birchwood Hall, Storridge,
Malvern, Worcs.
Minoarsmrs o7o Grass Roots, 109
Qxford Rd. Manchggter M1 __
MID-SUSSEX & SOUTH COAST anarchi
ists, c/o Resources Centre, North
RQQQ, Brighton,_E. Sussgg________
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. Black Jake,
c/o 115 Westgate Road,
Newcastle, NE1_§AG___ _ _ _ _ ,,_
NOTTINGHAM E70 Mushroom, 1O
Heathcote St (tel.582506) or 15
Scotholme Av.,Hyson Green (tel.
7 Q§2Q2l__..._._______.___..._...___..__.___
OLDHAM. Anyone interested in for-
ming anarchist group in area con-
tact Nigel Broadbent, 51 Cooke St.
Failsworth, Manchester (activit-
ies.__i2_I>.e_dssi.d.e.d_21i.fsrmai.1L2m_
OXFORD anarchist group c7o Danny
Simpson, Exeter College. Anarch-
ist Workers’ Group: ditto.
Anarcho-Feminists: c/o Teresa
Thornhill, 54 Divinity Road.
Solidaritv: cgg 54 Cowlgy_§oad.
PORTSMOUT . Caroline Cahm, 25
A1I>_a.ai_E2as1_,._§2ai11s.ee ia.11is.__.._...
READING Anarchists c7S Ms.Shevek,
Clubs Office, Student Union,
Whiteknights, Reading, Ber§g;___-
SHEFFIELD Anarchists: o76'Have- ‘
lock Square, Sheffield S10 2FQ.
SHEFFIELD Libertarian Society,
PO Box 168, Sheffield S11 8SE
comprising Autonomous Anarchists,
Black Cross Group, IWW, Syndicate
of Initiative, John Creaghe Memo-
£.I'L.al...i<22iaii3L______._..._._.___._______.__
SWANSEA Don Williams, 24 Derlwyn,
Qgglfifilv_§fi§Q§§§;________________
SWINDON area. Contact Mike,
Groundswell Farm, Upper Stratton,
§rins2ai_Fi1is________i 1. I _ _
WESTON-SUPER-MARE. Martyn Redman,
E1ei_ii_2Z;MiliQa_EQai___________

KENT
Ramsgate: Peter Ford, 22 RoyalRd.
Sevenoaks: Jim Endesby, 7O Brad-
bourn Road.
NORTH WEST ANARCHEST FEDERATION ~
c/o Grass Roots, lO9 Oxford Rd.,
Manchester, Ml 7DU. Groups are:
Burnley Anarchist Group, 5 Hollin
Hill, Burnley, Lanes.
Lancaster Anarchist Group, 41
Main Road, Galgate, Lancaster.
Manchester Anarchist Group) both.
Syndicalist Workens' Fed.
c/o Grass Roots as above.
(NW Fed. has contacts in other
areas & publishes newsletter).
MIDLANDS FEDERATION: Groups in-
clude Birmingham, Corby, Coventry,
Derby, Leamington/Warwick, Lei-
cester, Nottingham, Sheffield.
NORTH EASTERN ANAROHIST Federa-
tion Secretariat c/o Black Jake,
115 Westgate Rd. , Newcastle-upon— Alternative Prdect and Mike Nuns‘ "
Tyne, NE1 4AG,
THAMES VALLEY ANARCHIST FEDERA-
TION - contact Oxford or Reading

IN ANGEL ALLEY
84b WHITECHAPEL HIGH ST.

SCOTTISH DIBERTARIAN FEDERATION
Contact Nina Woodcock, 74 Arklay
St. (Top R.), Dundee. tel 814541.
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT, 28 Luck-
now Drive, Sutton-in-Ashfield,
Nottinghamshire. Groups in vari-
ous places incl. London, Manches-
ter and Leeds.
'SOLIDARITY': a libertarian com-
munist organisation which publi-
shes the journal ‘Solidarity for
Social Revolution‘. Local conte
acts: Aberdggp c/o 167 King St.
pgnggg E76 Nina Woodcock, 74
Arkaly St. Mggchggpgg c/o 109
Oxford Road, M7Er. M1. Oxford:
c/o 54 Cowley Road. London E70
125 Lathom Rd. London E6 and mem-
bers in many other towns.
ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIATION
(organisation of class struggle
anarchists who produce their own
paper ‘Bread and Roses’. Local
contacts: Lgndgg Danny Jakob, 88
Speedwell House,Cornet St. SE8.
.Bi;mingham: Bob Prew, 15 Trinity
_Court, Trinity Rd., Aston, B'ham.
Qglnlgyz Jim Petty, 5 Hollin Hill
Glasgow: Dave Oarruthers, 55
Ordmonde Ave., Glasgow G4.

  

 

Aggommgdgtion: Lady requires
furnished room in Leyton, Leyton-
stone or Walthamstow. Box C c/o
EliEEPQ1Jli___.____.__._.._________..._...__...
Would any anarchists in North
London who would like to form a
a_I;aas_saaia2i_A___leY1via___.__FREE29.1‘i-
Anyone in Wandsworth7Battersea7_
Clapham interested in forming
anarchist group contact D. Elder,
28 Swanage_RQad,_WaQQgflg§th SW18.
liw 1
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RED & BLACK Sacco & Vanzetti T-shirts explosive ingredients the Hteratm_’e no proof of any illegal act whatsoever.‘
price £2. 20 including postage available
from 1080 Marlborough Rd, London N22. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,.,,,,s,,,, _ amok, on the ,,,,,g,_ i<>n- This is why, time and again, Wore-
Cheques payable to the anarchist/animal
liberatlonist rock group ‘Total Attack‘.
Four sizes - small, medium, large,
extra large. Also sweat shirts price

ii:

anarchist fortnightly 6 33$31585’; qg
20p
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,,Pom.,cs have Hath, whatever to do For if one thing is clear about the irial
with this case . . . Plzfiitics comes in in to date ' 3' thmg the,’ pr°s§°ufi°“ has
only one -way the of a defend_ be8IlfO1‘C6d 120 .adIn'|.t "' IS

ant are (such) _ _ _ that they were seemng prosecution evidence is circumstantial.
to achieve some political end by violence The faflure of the defence t° get the cons?
or other illegal means ___ dearly that -Iracy to rob charges altered in favour of
belie, is a mauve to commit crime concrete robbery charges made this plain
The Crown is*not remotely concerned . 3;’: bfl(:n°gIt:Jet'h?$' ;_(,:n1ratd°?l could 5°‘:
with p0lmcs"' ******* not for the exilsience of iheacgnsiriggy N“mm ova
"The Crown Sal’ that in the first few laws” A 0 A that the 'cture is clear". It is a~ cture
months of 1978 there was in being a band But these’ °r their equivalent’ as we made uppcif ofa jigsaw.mYou
of robbers. These defendants are part, have mt infrequently pointed ‘mt’ are ca sa the Crow ut to flier the
but not all of that band . . . The Crown flgaildfeapim *2 ants?“-‘B ?I%'1a"‘B* 1”!" " hi1€i’ngs¥)f cars witrh, tilie roggeries of
say that the object of the robberies the C SS8“ an agi on‘ ey reqmre cash and firearms, as you can put togeth-

er (and how's this for lyricism?) "the
green grass, the blue sky, the white
tflouds".

§'RC§

was in order to effect’ further ultimate " They ems‘: to create crime fmm spe°“lat'
t, us of this - _ I th d _ _ _ ley has had to base his arguments ongngrch :" SOC1€tY n 0 er wor s we Jigsaw '[_'heory. In between a number At the start of his case Worsley handed

of ages 1 K H fie ,, the jurors a variety of schedules a Do-
Michael Worsley’ P-"°se°“t°1' iioggwhelming cg:)nE:,%:;§,,pa,,a1rnt:O;t It-Yourself Conspiracy Kit, as ii: has

£4_20,nc1uding postage, in same co1ours_ cerminn, ,1, may wen be,,”etc, he adds been called, or - more in keeping with
T-shirts show the heads of Sacco and v
Vanzettl with the.quote ‘Yes I am a pris-
oner/Fear not to rely my crime/ The

THE prosecution case so far has been like a recurring theme in a trite and bor- the Crown's W“ terms’ " a “umber °f
laboured in the extreme. The editing of ing symphony, "There are many hundreds unsorted jigsaw p1e°e5' Attempt? were
a disjointed film, the fitting together of of details, which in isolation don't mean the" made *° °°'m°°* 51° W hi""8- the ~

crime is loving the forsaken/Only silence a Pa1'u°‘~‘1a1'1Y difficult jigsaw, is all"?-Y5 3- thing, but Put together, with 3 V3-Bi ’ 0 robbery’ the? robbed property’ the cash’-inf 11,1, 1 investme t in b ildi i tcis shame‘. a E 11 3 11935, amount of other detail, the Crown say . H ' " u ng"s°c ety e piece?-v

25 October Mid Herts Peace Group
meeting. Gerald Drewett on the arms
trade. Friends Meeting House, Handside
Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts-
_2_'_7_October Radical Alternatives to
Prison National Conference at Conway
Hall, Red Lion Square, London -WC1
from 10 am - 5 pm. Open to all. Price
to come in 50p. Open session in morning
on ‘Prison: The Prospects for Abolition‘
chaired by Stan Cohen and Ros Kane;
including contributions from Mick Ryan,
Geoff Coggan (on prisoners‘ views on
alternatives, Alan Leader on Newham

Poe-i-'-s+\E:> BY Pia:-:ei>on Pfless
PRINTED 87 Mafia I741:rnanfihrfli.

ONE of the curious aspects of jury trials
is that jurors aren't meant to know
whether the defendants are being allowed

§ bail or held in custody during the trial.
The theory is that such knowledge would
prejudice them, though they can hardly

//V 4” € be more prejudiced than by the presence
C 0 of the defendants in a locked dock or by5 0/irpgfgtccq the prosecution opening speech. In the19+( ‘Persons Unknown‘ case, all the defend-

ants were eventually allowed bail before
}~ the trial, as has been described here

Z 1 during the past 18 months. This bail was
S\,?/ continued when the trial was meant to

°(L in begin on 20 September, even though‘ one I
_\|\ arr» of the defendants (Taff Ladd) didn't appear

‘A ,5?’ in court, and it was continued when the
trial did at last begin on September 25.
But Judge Alan King-Hami lton suddenly
withdrew bail on 26 September, in the
middle of the prosecution opening speech.
On 28 September he heardarguments - Q
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into one single plcitzs-like pl'cEure."Every
now and then Worsley asked the jurors to
fill in an empty space with another piece
- a name or comment - and so beganhis
efforts to build up a complicity with them
in the sorting out of the puzzle.

The result of this approach is a morass
of paper and a somewhat bemused jury.
Colour is added to an otherwise singular-
ly pale affair by a centre table surround-
ed by Special Branch officers and covered
with guns - property allegedly stolen by
defendants. On the floor a number of
plastic sacks, all carefully labelled,
contain exhibits such as false, droopy
moustaches, wigs, etc. Shielded from
the court on his dais, behind a row of
formidable tomes, sits Judge King-Ham-
ilton, recently of the Gay News trial.
Among the grubbily-bewigged ranks of
barristers and the solicitors sits Ronan
Bennett, who is defending himself. En-

Tl1E Book
(¢ aKt)

from the defence lawyers and Ronan
Bennett, but it was refused.

One moment of light relief in the arg-
uments about bail came when Peter Cad-
ogan, one of the sureties for Iris Mills,
was in the witness box. The prosecuting
counsel, Michael Worsley, opened the
cross -examination by accusing him of
believing in ‘violent anarchy‘, on the
basis of complete misunderstanding of
something in the leaflet Cadogan wrote
about her case a year ago. He obviously
didn't know that Cadogan was a Commun-
ist and then a Trotskyist until the 1960s, ,
when he became a leading opponent of
militarism, and that he has always been
strongly opposed to anarchism. After
Worsley‘s outburst, it was hardly sur-
prising that lris Mills‘ other surety,
Nicolas Walter’, wasn't put into the wit-
ness box at all!

Michael Worsley, the prosecuting
counsel, seems extraordinarily incompet-
ent as he plods clumsily through the ev-
idence. The reason is that he is extraord
inarily incompetent. In fact he_is the only
barrister in this country who is officially
incompetent - he has a whole law case o
himself because he was once sued by an
aggrieved client. He won the case, be-
cause all the judges at all the hearings
agreed with the traditional rule that a
barrister cannot be sued by a client for
his conduct of a case. (All judges, of
course, are barristers). But he lost his
reputation, and is reduced to prosecuting
for the Crown. -

What happened was that Norbert Rondel,
one of the bullies employed by Peter
Rachman, the Notting Hill property crook,
‘beat up a tenant in St Stephen's Gardens,
London W11, in April 1959. Charged

circled by police and screws sit Vince
Stevenson, »Iris Mills and Trevor Dawton!
in the dock. All are pleading not guilty
to the actual charges.

The actual charges that is, for one gets
the distinct impression that in this non-
political political trial the actual charges
are virtually secondary to the non-stated
charge ofanarchism. Anarchism is al-
ready treated as a crime by most of the
media, who persist in referring to
‘alleged anarchists‘. And anarchism fills
the otherwise musty air of Court no. 2.
Sureties are asked if they believe in
‘violent anarchy‘. The Anarchist Cook-
book is rapidly becoming a crime in it-
self. So are booklets on the Red Army
Fraction (one of which was also found
in'Ronan‘s and Iris‘ possession). Finger-
prints of a defendant on the pages of
Woman magazine - a ‘detailed‘ article,
Hiindfon the new Gloucestershire home
of Princess Anne and Captn. Mark Phil-
ips (of which we are promised more in
a further instalment) must point to some
sinister anarchic end. So, of course,
must possession of maps of nuclear pow-
er stations and reprocessing plants,
together with weedkiller. (Here again,
the Jigsaw Theory is applied - in isolat-
ion such things may be innocuous, as a
whole they are not). There was also ref-
erence to an address on an ins1n'ance doc-
ument which turned out to be a squat: a
squat, members of the jury, which,

with grievous bodily harm at the Old
Bailey in May 1959, he picked young
Worsley as his barrister on a dock brief,
but he was found guilty and sentenced to
18 months‘ imprisonment. He lost his
appeal, one ground of which was that
Worsley had conducted the case incomp-
'etently by failing to call appropriate wit-
nesses or to ask appropriate questions.
(For a literary version of a case in which
a defendant wins an appeal because of
his barrister's incompetence, see John
Mortimer ‘s first play Dock Brief which
made his reputation in 1958. Nature imit-
ates art!)

A few years later, in the intervals of
pursuing his criminal career, Rondel
tried to sue Worsley for negligence. At
first his action was obstructed by the
courts, but eventually it went up from the
High Court in 1965 through the Court of
Appeal in 1966 to the House of Lords in
1967. It is hard to know whether the fact-
ual statements or the legal arguments in
the long reports are funnier, but whatis
funniest in general is the resultthat barr-
isters are the only profession with com-
plete legal immunity, and what is funniest
in particular is that Michael Worsley is
still around. The case of Rondel v. Wor-
sley will always hang like an albatross
round the neck of old Worsley, and after
20 years the butt of the Bar is still bully-
ing the victims of his resentment in the
Old Bailey.

One of the pieces of evidence produced
by Worsley against Ronan Bennett and
Iris Mills was the fact that they possess-
ed a copy of The Anarchist Cookbook.
He asserted that no law-abiding person
would want to have it, and asked why,
although it is freely available, anyone

should you be unsure of the term, means
a place where "people live on someone
else ‘s property without the owner's con-
sent". (No wonder squatters have been
excluded from the jury!) Similarly,
pejorative reference is made to unem-
ployment and to the "French waitress
Michelle Poree". (She and the New
Zealander Graham Rua are two missing
‘conspirators‘).

At time of writing the prosecution
continues its painful way - so slow and
so painful that, if one weren't wiser,
one could almost pity Michael Worsley.
As controversy about jury vetting goes
on, the judge continues to make threats
about the DPP. (The BBC ‘Man Alive‘
programme on jury vetting scheduled
for Tuesday, 9 October is the present
object of concern). Security at com't has
suddenly, inexplicably been tightened.
Members of the public are being asked
for proof of their identities, and their
names and date and place of birth are
being noted byethe police. Body searches
are also made.
 

A far more detailed account of the
prosecution case is contained in ‘Persons
Unknown Trial Info: No. 1‘, September
20-28, available from c/o Box 123,
182 Upper Street, London N1. Donations
for food etc. for the defendants should
also be sent to this address.
 jii

would want it other than for an unlawful
purpose.

Anarchists don't pretend to be partic-
ular ly law -abiding, but the many who also
possess copies of this book may be sur-
prised to learn that it may be used in
evidence against them. Conspiracy trials
already inquire into the defendants‘ polit-
ical beliefs and personal friends, but now
they include literary tastes as well,
What a tribute to the printed word, and-
what an encouragement to book-bur ning!
But where will this stop? The Communist
Manifesto or The Declaration of IndeEnd-
ence is evidence of left-wing sedition,
obviously, and Mein Kampf or The Proto-
cols of the Elders of Zion of right-wing
§ediEon. What about detective stories
and war novels for low-brows , Sade and
Stirner for high-brows?What about the
Bible? Perhaps the best thing would be to
ban all books - an old joke in political
satires. British readers have always
laughed at that idea, but it's not so funny
any more. a

Any readers who don't possess or
haven't seen The Anarchist Cookbook may
like to know that it has REE 5 do with
anarchism and nothing to do with cooking.
It is a large -format 160-page guide to
the manufactime and employment of drugs,
electronic surveillance and sabotage,
weapons and explosives, produced by a
young American called William Powell
and published in New York in 1971 by
Lyle Stuart, a well-known commercial
firm. The only connection with anarchism
is a 16-page eface by Peter Bergman
relating the fimes of violence and dest-
ruction with anarchism in the United
States a decade ago.
141086’ o/vJ7JKi€§  (wv 141$’).
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THE_Labour Party grunted, groaned and
agonised its way past yet another
milestone on the way to a socialist
society - and it is surprising how many
conference delegates at Brighton last
week actually think Labour is a vehicle
for travelling that road.
_ The ‘Militant Tendency’ concentrated
its militancy on methods of electing 9
candidates for Parliament and scored a
great victory for democracy by
establishing that said candidates shall
be subject to scrutiny, critic-ism,
thmnbs-up or thumbs-down decisions
yearly during the life of Parliament and
shall not, as now, be secure for the full
term as long as they do not thoroughly
and dlsgl-lstingly disgrace themselves.

The Labour Party was created in
1906, which means that it has taken '73
years for it to be established - if it is
- that Members of Parliament should
represent the parties who put them the re
rather than themselves. Until now, the
Executive Committee of the local branch
has chosen the candidate, unless he has
been handed down from head office in
search of a safe seat, the local
enthusiasts have voliuitarily worked for
him at election time and then, if
successful, he has gone off to the House
of Commons (thought by some to be the
best club in the world) joining with his
fellow MPs to form the Parliamentary
Labour Party.

It is this group, of 200 to 300 MPs,
which chooses the party leader, who
becomes Prime Minister if the party
wins a general election, and he chooses
his Cabinet and he, with one "65 two
close buddies, decides which parts of "
the party's policy statement shall be
conveniently forgotten now the election
is over.

v

_ If your MP is a backbencher and still
has to make his way in the party in

Parliament, he will probably keep touch
dwith his constituency party and may hol

regular meetings with the voters back
home (these are called ‘surgeries’ and
no wonder) until such time as he makes
it into the Cabinet, when, obviously, he
is much too busy to be able to do that
any more.

Meanwhile, every year, the party
holds its annual conference, when
delegates from all the constituencies
gather to tell the leadership where it is
going wrong and the trade unions,
(founders of the party in 1906 and still
holding the purse strings and the reins)
win all the debates with their massive
block votes.

You may think that what conference
becomes party policy and, come the
next election, is the basis for the
Manifesto on which the party goes to
the electorate. Not so. It is the Prime
Minister's privilege to write the
Manifesto just as it is his job to take
the day-to-day decisions in running the
country - and he makes it up as he goes
along.

S ince anybody who gets to that sort
of exalted position can only have done
so by wheeling and dealing, comprising
and coimiving, or, at the least, been
the lessor of two or three evils when the
leadership was up for grabs, it follows
that the election manifesto is more
likely to be what he thinks will bring in
the floating voters than anything to do
with socialist principles or whatever the
founding fathers - or the faithful
suoportters today - took to be the real
aim of the party.

This strange pyramid of elitism has
emerged quite naturally as the party has
found its place in capitalist society.
Never proclaiming to be a revloutionary
party, being founded to represent in
Parliament the interests of the trade

H9£7€){7
Dear FREEDOM,

So you have a policy not to print
poetry. And you say that this policy
was formulated long before you
joined the FREEDOM editorial
collective, and that you "think none
of the present editors feel competent
to judge poetry-“ therefore you let the
policy continue. I would be willing
to solve the latter tart of the problem
by volunteering to judge and select
whatever poetry you have sent to you
- either by myself or together with
other interested anarchists - and
together with such spade workof
selection even pontificate on it as
well if you want I That is, if your
policy is simply a cop-out of the task
itself - or is it more than that

Winston Smith writes in "Thoughts
on FREEDOM" that he supposes it's
up to individuals to write some sunny

i-_._

unions (after the latter had realised that
the Liberals were not going to do that
for them) Labour has been dedicated to
gradual progress within capitalism. At
all times it has sought to do no more than
clean up capitalism, to give it an
acceptable face by masking the true _,
injustices, softening real hardship by
institutionalizing charity, building up the
state as an alternative power ‘structure
to the traditional ruling-class - and, like
Frankenstein, creating amonster. .

While ‘the Militant Tendency‘ was
baying for changes to make MPs toe the
party line, the police were trying to
whitewash the murder of Blair Peach by
the Special Patrol Group, which grew
and flourished during the last Labour
Government; the vetting of a new jury
for the Persons Unknown triafias
going on, according to guidelines laid
down by the last Labour Attorney
General; the Tories were implementing
the programme of cuts in social services,
squeezing the Fire Service and closing
hospitals as planned by the Labour
Government . . . and so on and so on.

When will ‘The Militants‘ realise that
to waste energy on trying to reform a
reformist organisation is simply to go
back to the beginning and make all the
same mistakes all over again ?

When will they realise that making
MPs subject to party discipline in a
power structure has no more to do with
progress towards freedom for the
workers than the demand for the
Catholic Church to accept women as
priests has aiything to do with the
liberation of women.

But then perhaps ‘The Militant
Tendency‘ is not intermted in
freedom for the workers cr liberation
of women. Perhaps it's just interested
m power . . . . . . . .

PS
articles; well then, there is nothing
more individual or more sunny than
a real poem. Or for that matter more
revolutionary I

Your attitude forces me to the
conclusion that the conventional
middle -class literacy scene has won
the day, and that poetry's
revolutionary possibilities are
damned; or, (as bad or even worse)
that your policy is an integral inrt
of that bourgeois reverence for ,
poetry as a thing apart from ordinary
life. Poetry which disturbs the spirit
of the proletariat and the conscoius-
ness of the bourgeoisie is
thoroughly censored in our society.
But I had no idea that this
censorship extended as far as your
publication - whether by default of
your editors‘ competence to judge
poetry itself or rather, poets. But
just as there are more members of
the moletariat and the bourgeoisie
so are there more members of the
"poetariat" than meets the eye I

The literary world takes extreme
care to print anything that has
whatever current standards of
sophistication are and little substance _
and nothing that has some substance
and perhaps little sophistication. The
effect is that poetry and poe_ts lave
got a bad name as being either»
obscure or irrelevant, or both. I'm
amazed that anarchists such as
yourselves demonstrate a mute
partcipation in such an indictment,
by a policy not to publish poetry.
You are aiding and abetting the
murder of so many budding Mozarts
among us.

You quoted in your review on
Surrealism last year (Rosa
Luxemburg) "The immediate task is
tie spiritual liberation of the
proletariat from the tutelage of the
bourgeoisie“ . Don't you include
poetry in the liberation movement
If not, why not ?

_ Yours, A
6 Alan Collins
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ONE OF the strange things about the
strange business of juries is the way that
otherwise sojiiisticated people on the
left accept the official mythology. From
what is being said in the current vetting
controversy by omesocialist individuals
and periodicals, you might think that the
jury is the main guarantee of our civil
liberties and the basis of our democratic
way oflife. Even people who have no
faith in parliament seem to have an al-
most religious reverence for the Englih
tradition of putting twelve amateurs
among all the professional lawyers in
criminal trials to sanctity the system of
organised vengeance called justice.

The fact is that the jury, like parlia-
ment itself, is an institution which was
created by the establishment to strength-
en the establishment, and which still
does this job remarkably well. The prob-
lem is that, like so many parts of our
social and political machinery, the jury
is obscured by the informality of the
British constitution and the absence of
clear rules about its workings. This
makes it all the more necessary to ex-
amine its history and function.

The jury emerged in England in the
twelfth century, as one of the strongest
instruments of royal power over the
feudal barons. Before then it had been
used to help the Norman regime get -
reliable information about local issues.
An inquiry ('inquest' in Norman French)
was held, in which twelve men were
sworn (‘juree') to give a true answer
(‘verdict’). This was how the Domesday
Book was compiled in the eleventh cent-
,ury - as a sort of property census ext-
racted from juries all over the country.
But Henry II, the sl:rongest of the Nor-
man kings, introduced the jury into
criminal procedin'e to get reliable results
in local trials. As well as such primitive
procedures as trial by ordeal or battle,
the traditional feudal courts used ‘com-
purgators‘ or ‘oath-helpers‘, who swore
collectively that a man's oath was true,
and 'suitors' or ‘doomsmen‘ who decided
(sometimes by majority) whether a man
was guilty and what the punishment should
be. But now the royal courts introduced
the jury to decide the facts of the case,
leaving the king's judge (‘justice’) to

decide the law and give the sentence.
The origins of such a procedure may

be traced back to the tenth century among
the Anglo-Saxons and Danes and to the
ninth century among the Franks, but it
was perfected by the Anglo-Normans,
who developed the strongest centralised
regime in medieval Europe. There were
two main kinds of jury - the ‘grand jury‘
(finally abolished in 1933), and the jury
of recognition, which decided whether
defendants were guilty of crimes, and
became the ‘petty jury‘. All jurors were
expected to have local and if possible A
personal knowledge, and they combined
the functions of modern prosecutors and
witnesses as well as jurors. Outside wit-
nesses weren't allowed into courts for
several centuries, and the principle that
jurors shouldn't know the facts or indiv-
iduals in a case was established only in
the eighteenth century.

The system of juries was a very effect-
ive way of drawing leading local laymen
into the administ:ration of centralised
justice - like the system of ‘justices of
the peace‘, or untnid magistrates, which
was founded in the fourteenth century
and it later spread to all English-speak-
ing count:ries (especially the United
States) and beyond. From time to time
it has provided a popular limitation on
the legal power of government, but far
more often it has provided a popular
legitimation of that power. By implicat-
ing token samples of ordinary people in
the process of punishing criminals, the
jury has made the process acceptable
to ordinary peo lep .

The myth about jurors acting as champ-
ions of freedom derives from thefact
that in a dozen or so religious and polit-
ical cases over the past three centuries
juries have refused to return guilty ver-
dicts, in defiance of the law or the evid-
ence or both. This was almost always in
a situation where the government was
leaning too far to one side in a party pol-
itical struggle - against radical protest-
ants in the late seventeenth century, for
example, or against radical whigs in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth cent-
uries.- and London juries tended to be
particularly unreliable in redressing the
balance. The real point is that in those

days the middle class was struggling for
power, and juries were largely middle-
class. When the working class began to
struggle for power, juries continued to
be middle -class and became increasingly
reliable even in sensitive cases.

Where juries did - and still do - soften
the rigour of the law was far more in
areas where particular laws were out of
tune with popular feeling. This once
applied to the many minor offences which
were enforced by capital punishment,
when juries often refused to convict or
convicted only for lesser offences; and it
now applies to such things as motoring
offences, incitement to racial hatred and
obscenity, where juries continue to be-
have 'perversely'.

Serious research into the way juries
actually work is only half a century old,
and the main conclusion is that they are
extraordinarily inefficient in understand-
ing the issues or discovering the truth.
Fortunately, however, they tend to err
on the side of leniency, whereas police-
men, magistrates and judges err on the
side of stringency. This is an empirical
justification for seeing the jury as a hap-
hazard form of protection for defendants
in some criminal cases, but it is not a
theoretical justification for seeing it as
a valuable bastion of liberty or as any-
thing more than a typically English imp-
rovisation which works not because it
makes anything better but because it
makes some people feel better.

Until very recently, the jury was in
fact an overt instrument of class rule.
Like MPs and JPs, jurors were largely
drawn first from the upper and then from
the middle class. There was always a
property qualification for jury service,
though never a professional or intellig-
ence qualification (though illiterates are
usually discharged). Until only a decade
ago, jurors were almost entirely confin-
ed to heads of households, including less
than 10 per cent of electors, and were
described by a judge in 1956 as ‘male,
middle -aged, middle -minded, and middle
clas‘. This would have continued if it
hadn't caused so many protests, and in
the end it had to be changed, not to re-
form the system but to preserve public
confidence in it. So the Criminal Justice
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8So the Criminal Justice Act of 1972 mad

virtually all electors under 65 eligible
for jury service, which brought in far
more women, young people, poor people
and coloured people. At the same time,
however, the traditional principle of un-
animity was also changed, to make
‘perverse-e‘ verdicts more difficult. The
Criminal Justice Act of 1967 allowed
majority verdicts of elevenor ten out of
twelve. The double result is that a jury
is much more likely to consist of ordin-
ary people but is also much more likely
to reach a guilty verdict, which preserves
the function of the system - and makes it
even more objectionable.

Htiw a jury is selected is just as imp-
ortant as whom it is selected from. One
current myth is that jurors were impart-
ially chosen until recent years. In fact,
despite the principle of random selections,
the authorities almost ostentatiously
packed or purged juries in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, and the prac-
tice was continued into the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, though with
increasing discretion. When the ‘comm-
on jury‘ couldn't be trusted, the authorit-
ies (and rich defendants) used a ‘special
jury‘, which was drawn from a small
panel of high-ranking men and which was
better raid; there were even so-called
‘guinea-men‘ who earned a living by
serving on special juries. This system
wasn't finally abolished until 1949, and it
made political vetting almost unnecess-
ary. In sensitive trials juries were in
practice packed and purged just as effic-
iently as in the old days, and they natur-
ally gave no trouble, Even ordinary jur-
ies were drawn from panels which were
selected in a far from random way by
local and court officials, and there has
been much anecdotal evidence about var-
ious individuals and groups who managed
to get particular people off or on to jur-
ies without much difficulty, sometimes
for serious but often for trivial reasons.
(One well-known story is of a junior
clerk who picked his girlfriend's mother
to keep her out of the way in a long trial!)

Even when the panel comes to court,
it has always been further processed to
make the final result even less random.
Until the fourteenth century the prosecut-
ion could challenge an unlimited number
of jurors to ‘stand by for the Crown‘,
which removes them from the case in
question. The defence used to be able to
challenge up to 35 jurors without cause,
but for more than a century the number
was seven, and then the Criminal Law
Act of 1977 reduced it to three. Both
prosecution and defence can challenge
jurors for cause - but the prosecution
seldom needs to do so, and the defence
seldom can do so. A striking case when
the defence tried to do so - Terry Chand-
ler's trial for organising the demonstrat-
ions against the Greek royal visit in 1963
- was sabotaged by both court and judge,
the former providing very few jurors,
and the latter allowing very few quest-
ions; that case also established that the
defence has no right to ask jurors to
stand by.

More recent administrative decisions
have reduced the amount of information
about and the scope of questionsto jurors
available to the defence. (In the United

States, the tendency has been in the opp-
osite direction, and potential jurors are
subject to detailed interrogation by both
sides which has in sensitive cases in-
volved hundreds of people over several

had its own sources of information and i
own way of using it, though the details
have emerged only during the past few.
years. In 1966 Lord Dilhorne, the form
er Conservative Attorney-General,
revealed on television that he had made
s.ure that a Communist Party member
was kept off a jury in a spy trial; in 1972
six men were kept off a jury in an IRA
trial on the basis of police information-
about them; in 1978 two Welsh speakers
were kept off a jury in a Welsh language
trial. Then of course the whole system
of vetting jurors was exposed during the
ABC Official Secrets trial in 1978, and
the authorities made a public statement

months!) Meanwhile the prosecution has
1:8

that a code of practice had been adopted
in 1974 to formalise the practice which
had been followed informally since 1948
(since special juries weie abolished)
The only real change 1S that what was
once objectionable and secret is now
0b]€\..tlOl’l3.bl€ and 0p°i1. In serious polit
ical and criminal trials the prosecution
decides which jurors to stand by on the
basis of information from the Criminal
Records Office, the Special Branch and
local police stations.

Since there is no law against the pros
ecution vetting potential jurors before a
trial, there is no way to stop it; but
there is no law against the defence vett-
ing potential jurors either, and in the
Persons Unknown case this is what the
defence i:ried to do, with the ludicrous
results we saw last month. In fact this
wasn't the first time, since the defence
in Terry Chandler's case in 1963 tried
to do the same thing. Members of the
London Committee of 100 interviewed
members of the jury panel to collect
information on which he could challenge
them with cause, but the tactic was frus-
trated by the strategy of the court and
judge in limiting the jurors and questions
Another possible tactic might be to use
the defence right to challenge the array
- that is, to object not to any particular
juror, whether with or without cause,
but to the whole panel, on the ground that
it has been improperly selected or vetted
In logic rather than law, the choice ~
should surely be either that a jury is
selected at random, with no disqualific-
ation or challenges, or that jurors are
vetted and questioned until there is no
prejudice either way.

Even when the jury is sworn, there is
still uncertainty about its rights. Jurors
are told about a ‘solemn obligation‘ to 7
keep their deliberations secret, but this
is not imposed by oath and has no legal
force. It is probably contempt of court
for a juror to discuss a case before the
verdict, and possibly contempt of court
to do so afterwards, but this is a very
grey area of common law and the cases
are confusing. It is contempt of court
to refuse to attend court, to refuse to be
sworn, torefuse to give a verdict, to
be drunk or drugged, to impersonate a
j1n'or, and so on; but jurors have a right
to returnperverse verdicts and to dis-

obey a judge's direction, and no one has
the right to bully or question them. It
is the offence of embracery to attempt to
corrupt or influence or threaten a juror,
but there seems to be no offence in asking
a juror about a case or in a juror answer-
ing such questions. So the government's 7
new prosecution of the Few Statesman
for reporting jurors‘ re'p"B'rts of the
Thorpe trial is only a test case and
may well fail.

What are anarchists to make of all
this 2 We don't care whether jurors are
selected from one class or many, except
that the former is more likely to expose
the class system. We don't car-e whether
juries reach their verdicts unanimously
(according to the English tradition) or
by majority vote (according to the Scott-
ish tradition), except that the former is
more likely to lead to acquittals. We
don't care whether jurors are vetted
openly or secretly, except that the form-
er is more likely to cause public opposit-
ion to the system. We don't care whether
individual jurors are carefully interrog-
ated to remove bias or whether juries
are carelessly assumed to consist of
twelve good men (and women) and true,
except that the former is more likely to
destroy the mystique of the system.

We don't even care if political extrem-
ists are excluded from juries, since this
should bring the whole institution into
complete disrepute, and it may make
sense. In the hearings in chambers be-
fore the Persons Unknown trial began
last month, Judge Brian Gibbens ment-
ioned that it would be impossible for an
anarchist-minded person to serve on a
jury. The October issue of The Leveller
magazine protested indignafitlj-F, “Pres-
umably such people as Nicholas Walter,
Dr John Hewetson, Dr Alex Comfort or,
in their day Sir Herbert Read or Fenner
Brockway are thus not fit for jury ser-
vice". Apart from the fact that Fenner
Brockway was never an anarchist and
has long been a labour MP and Peer,
the others on the list would probably
feel more insulted if they were consider-
ed to be fit than unfit for jury service!
Under the Juries Act of 1974 those who
are ineligible include lawyers and judges,
policemen and prison officers, clergy-
men and the mentally ill; those who are
excusable include MPs and peers, doct- -
ors and dentists, vets and chemists; .
those who are dischargeable include men-
tally or physically disabled or handic-
apped people; those who are disqualified
include anyone imprisoned for more than
five years or for more than three months
during the previous ten years. Anarch-
ists surely come under one or all of
these categories - the only proviso being
that an anarchist might be prepared to
serve as a juror (or a defence witness)
for the narrow purpose of either confus-
ing the issues or getting someone off.
Apart from this, we see the jury as an
all too successful method of mystificat-
ion about law and order. Most sincere ‘
anarchists will either not be on the elect-
oral register in the first place, or will
easily obtain a discharge by explaining
their conscientious objection to the legal
system. Juries, verdict on the system
is unanimous: Guilty.

M.H.
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Well, of course, temperance is always
easy in the absence of opposition, and
while the campaign to save Astrid has
had its success it also demonstrates the
extreme limits of liberalism. Approp-
riate noises and gestures are made to the
audience but life continues much as nor-
mal behind the scenes. Only ten days
after Astrid‘s release the federal chief
prosecutor was calling for more penalties
against ‘extreme -left‘ writers who help
create ‘a climate of violence‘, and for
yet greater irestrictions on the rights of
the defence. The federal constitutional
court has overtimned a lower court dec-
ision to acquit four students for reprint-

ASTRID PROLL, the former RAF mem-
ber extradited from Britain, was releas-
ed from custody on 19 September. It is
doubtful that she will have to return to
prison, although the trial (or ‘bad theat-
re‘ as her lawyer calls it, and he should
know) continues.

First reaction to the news was, of
course, one of jubilation. There can be
no question that, however hopeless it
might have seemed at the time, the work
of her friends in this country, coupled
with the development of a similar camp-
aign in'West Germany, played a decisive
part in bringing pressure for her release.

There was, however, a second react-
ion and that was one of anger. Anger on
both the part of the defence and the judge,
whose professional pride must have been
wounded. For when the time came, it
was announced that the key witness for
the main charge of attempted murder
couldn't appear. The reason given by the
Minister of the Interior for such contempt
of court was that the witnes, as a count-
er -intelligence officer “successfully
fighting against terrorists" must not be
exposed to public view.

_What does this mean? The attempted
murder charge - of which the prosecution
said at Bow Street, “There was clearly
the intention to kill" - formed the justif-
ication for the appalling treatment of
Astrid from the time of her arrest in
1971, as well as for the tight security
which surrounded her after her arrest in
Britain, and kept her locked up in Brix- =
ton and Risley, both top security prisons.
Yet, once the trial began, gone were
both the tight security, and the foundation
for the main charge. _-

Why then the insistence on going through
with this piece of bad theatre ? Probably
because of the propaganda exercise in-
volved. On one hand reassurance is off-
ered that terrorists are being ‘success-
fully fought‘ (and acceptance asked that
such reasons override the law). On the
other hand, reassurance is made that
German justice, after all, has been
much:-maligned, and that it will be temp-
erate and forgiving to all who denounce
the error of their ways.

ing the ‘Buback obituary‘ by the anony- »
mous anarchist 'Mescalero' which
caused such a furore in 1977. Most un-
repentant political prisoners re main in
conditions of strict isolation. And while
the trial of Astrid continues as a show-
case for the regime's mildness (or so
we must hope, for it is not yet ended),
some very different proceedings are
taking place against another alleged terr-
orist.

Brigitte Heinrich is a well-known left
wing writer on economics. She has pub-
lished a number of books on the unaccept-
able face of German capitalism, and
submitted damning material to the 2nd
Russell Tribunal on Ger man industrial
activities in South America. She was first
arrested in 1974 during the ‘Winterreise'
police operation and, on the grounds of
what she describes as ‘a number of exot-
ic charges‘ based on reports from highly
dubious witnesses. After being kept in
prison for a few months she was released
and the arrest warrant and proceedings
suspended. But both were resurrected
earlier this year. They concern support
for a criminal association whose aim
was the construction of a RAF-type org-
anisation with supposed international an-
archist links, and illegal possession of
arms and explosive substances . . . Does
this sound at all familiar?

But Brigitte Heinrich doesn't even
have the chance of questioning the main
prosecution witnesses because these,
held in a Swiss gaol, are testifying to a
rogatory commission in Zurich where
she has been refused per mission to go,
and where her court-appointed lawyer
has no right to intervene, even by asking
questions indirectly through the judge.
If Astrid's trial gives an example of the
contempt of ‘democratic’ governments
for their own courts when it suits them,
Briggitte Heinrich‘s gives another of the
contempt of ‘democratic’ courts for their

d ' i l f ‘f i t:r' l‘own avowe prmc p es o a r ia
What was all that again about recog- i 0*‘ a~*“°

nising the needto encourage one's prod-
igal sons and daughters to ‘reintegrate
into society‘?

GAIA

P///7/4/6’/7/I
/MW!/Y4/4/if
/Vo7/M$Mz6/A/
Dear FREEDOM

One little point about Winston Smith's
letter (8 Sept) 2- While it's only too true
that anything akin to an anarchist nostal-
gic column about the good old days of
Makhno et al should be avoided like the
pox, I think articles that set out to
straighten the historical record play an
important part in FREEDOM - even if
the lie that needs fixing is fifty or a hun-
dred years old. Certainly there are good
books giving an anarchist view of the
past, but not that many, and besides they
tend either ie'h‘I;-'1-uh out by small publish-
ers who charge high prices, or if prod-
uced in economical paperbacks to be
stocked in some esoteric location next
door to a university. In Edinburgh at
least the only places where you can go
and hope to find anarchist material
(though the hope is not always realised)
are slick Better Books up in Forrest
Road, which is permanently infected by
hordes of trendies and has hideous musak
crawling out of the wall, or the First of
May Bookshop down in Niddry Street,
which could with 'a little redecoration pass
as one of the lower vaults in Dracula's
castle (though -the presiding vampires
are very nice).

OK I'm being unfair. I admit I used to
be prejudiced up to the eyeballs and now
I'm only prejudiced up to the teeth as far
as such issues are concerned, but the
point is - even allowing for these exagg-
erations - that a lot of people anarchism
has to reach are simply not in the habit
of reading anything in book form, while
the very number, complexity, and clutt-
ered language of so many books of politic-
al and social theory put off many more.
I have only my own personal experience
to go on, but I certainly didn't come to
anarchism by reading paperbacks about
it, and my first acquaintance with the
names of Godwin, Kropotkin, Goldman
and other theorists of the movement was
in the pages of FREEDOM during the past
two or three years. So keep on scribbling,
comrades. Unless we know what happen-
ed in the past, we are not likely to see
everything that is happening in the pres-
ent - and I wouldn't give too much for
the future either. Yours

COLIN MA CKA Y
E dinburgh
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IT OUGHT to be called the next to nowt
dispute. The current token strikes of
engineering workers represent a frivol-
ous manipulation of our shopfloor stren-
gth in what seems to be a shabby political
Btrvssle now going on inside the Amal-
gamated UHi0I1 Of Egineering Workers
(A__¥EW),

he issues involved: an £80 basic rate
for skilled workers, a 39 hour working
week and two days‘ extra holiday a year
does not have much support in the factor-
ies. Nearly all workers are already on
more than the union basic rate demanded
and the only way we will benefit is on our
overtime premiums.

How can we justify this when as trade
unionists we are against overtime and
favour a shorter working week? But even
the hour off the working week will most
likely be transferred to overtime.

 MOB‘ workers
are sick as parrots about the strike, both
because of what little we stand to gain if
we win and over the idiotic way it's all
been handled.

The loony left press have shown their
tohl failure to grasp this shopfloor real-
ity. These shopfloor sieepwalkers are
frantically trying to bum-up a case for u
the strike. j

The Stalinist New Worker claims the
claim, if met, “would mean a sizable
rise". Rubbish, unless these ‘new’ Com-
munists are all ‘overtime kings‘.

Socialist Worker's correspondent tries
to be a bit more clever, arguing that an
£80 minimum time rate would make in-
centive schemes "more difficult to oper-
aten.

Opposition to the strike has been
shrugged off by Duffy, the AUEW presid-
ent, who, according to Newsline, the
daily paper of the Workers‘ Revolutionary
Party, said that the strike had been call-
ed "democraticall under the union‘s-con-

 LETTER
The letter from the editors of

Reinventing‘ Anarchy (September 8) is
based on a S81‘18S of misunderstandings
of my review ( June 30).

My remarks about American and
Britich anarchism had nothing to do
with "national chauvinism". Far from
suggesting that either is better than the
other, I suggested that they are
different ani that my contribution didn't
fit into an American context. Far from
feeling “M anger at the absence of
other British material, I feel that the .
book would make more sense without
any.

My remarks about sexist language
were concem ed not with bending over
backwards to preserve traditional usage
but with falling flat on your face in
avoiding it. I think it is just as sexist
to refuse to use certain words with male
comiotations as to insist on using them,

stitution by its National Committee . . . "
Meanwhile, other papers on the left

continue to crow about the possibility of
a right wing sell-out by Duffy. But neither
Duffy nor the left want the membership to
decide on the conduct of the dispute
through shopfloor-ballots or shows of
hands or owt else. What the parties of
the left want is for the officials and the
National Committee to make all the ‘mil-
itant’ decisions, not the members.
The Politics of the Strike What are the
issues about this dispute which should
concern anarchists ?

We should be anxious that here is an
authoritarian strike, bungled and bummed-
up at union headquarters with very little
in the wa of inci les or material adY P1‘ P " '
vantage torecommend itself to most work-
ers.

The strike stinks of a political advent-
ure by both left and right wing elements
inside the hierarchy of the Confederation
of Shipbuilding and Engineering Unions.

Duffy, the new president of the AUEW,
needs to make a name for himself. Though
described as right wing, this only makes
it more vital for him to pose as a militant
who delivers the goods. He must get
wider support.

The need for this became vividly clear
at the TUC conference, when Duffy
accused his own AUEW delegation of being
dominated by communists.

In this situation some of the left in the
union will back the strike in the hope that
it will fail, so that they can later blame
Duffy, and discredit the union right wing.

Card Burning To Come This is the kind
of dispute which undermines the work of
shopfloor militants. It is a stupid strike

‘lacking strategy and principles. It is a

and I think that anarchists should be
beware of imposing new rules and -that
feminists should beware of encouraging
new prejudices in place of the old ones,
in language as everywhere else.
(lncidently, on the subject of trivial
sexism, why is Howard Ehrlich's name
always given before Carol Ehrlich's ?
Not very ehrlich, old mensch I )

My remarks about the copyright of and
profits from the book didn't imply that
the editors were making aiything out of
it, but protested at Ehrlich claiming
copyright which belongs to the
contributors or no one and at Routledge
making profit when the contributors were
told there was no money fees.

I made it clear that I was writing "a
personal reaction to the book rather than
an impartial review of it. I fear that a
"serious intellectual discussion" of its
contents would have been much harsier.

N.W.

dictatorial dispute commanded by the
union head office. A

In the midst of this irrelevant strike
called by the union bosses and supported
by the lunatic left, one would have ex-
pected that the newly formed syndicalist
Direct Action Movement would have
spoken up for the shopiloor. Surely if the
DAM is going to get the confidence of the
workers and be something more than a
tailor ‘s dummy on the left, it must have
a clear policy during dispute such as that
of the engineers.

The thing is when union card binning
ceremonies are threatened; when Duffy
has drained the support of his power
base among the Midland‘s car workers;
when the loonies of the left are caught
up in their own crackpot schemes to
dump Duffy; what we could best do with
is an anarchist line advocating shopfloor
control of the strike. Shopfloor control,
even if it means a return to work. Any
other position shows a contempt for the
membership.

Let's face it, Duffy has got to be a
dumbo to get himself landed with a dis-
pute which threatens his image as a com-
petent trade union leader. "Neither the
political nor the economic conditions"
writes Peregrine Worsthorne, “were
right for a major confrontation with the
power of organised capital".

The best thing Duffy can hope for is
some face saving formula. But it is not
likely to satisfy the shopfloor, because
the strike has already been too costly in
lost wages.

But if Duffy is dumb, then the left on
the National Committee have been cyn-
ical. For they most of all are respons-
ible for this deadend dispute. More, one
suspects, to achieve their own narrow
political ends, than to get us a shorter
working week. B_ B_

Since BB wrote this, the strike has,
of course, been settled. The predictable
post mortem recriminations are
proceeding. There is to be a phased
introduction of an extra week"s ,
holiday and a reduction to a 39 hour '
working week from the end of 1981. This
latter is being hailed as a great victory
for working people throughout Europe,
Duffy,‘ who is being given the credit,
calls it "a historical settlement".
Anthony Frodsham, director general of
the Engineering Employers‘ Federation,
is playing it down, pointing out the
relatively trivial nature of the gains.
This is, in fact, true, as BB p0ints out.
However, it did become a symbolic .
confrontation. On this level, the
employers have lost heavily. However,
the union members have paid a lot of
money in lost wages for this symbolic
"victory" '
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October '7 is the centenary of the birth of Joe Hill. To mark it
this review has a long article on the theme of labour organisa-
tion and resisiance.It is also appropriate to celebrate Hill him-
self by including some of his best known songs.

The most popular piece of IWW literature was the little red
songbook. In box cars, jungles andon the job, its songs were
sung, until even the farmers and their boys were singing them
too. Many of the more favourite songs -were written by Joe Hill.
When it became known that he faced death on flimsy and uncon-
vincing evidence public concern developed into international
proportions comparable only to that shown in the Sacco-Vanz-
etti case.A grocer (an ex-policeman) had been shot along with

his assailants. Had he hit Hill, since the bullet went thrtrzgh his
body and'clothing, the bullet would have been in the store, but
it wasn't. Ftu'ther, the bullet hole was high in Hill's chest but A
low in his coat, showing that he had been shot with his hands up.

' Also the bullets that killed the grocer and his son had not been
fired from Hill's revolver..

To the IWW-and to many outsiders who investigated the case-
there was no doubt that Hill was prosecuted because he was con-

his son by masked men who, according to the remaining son had sidered a dangerous agitator, a writer of rebel songs that grow-
entered his store at closing time crying out "We've got you now" ing thousands sang, and out of vindictiveness for previous skir-
Since no" theft was attempted, the obvious motive appeared to be
revenge. However, Joe Hill was arrested and convicted on the
grounds that he had been wounded at about the same time. Con-
-ceiving that the grocer may have shot, the lower, and finally the
Supreme, court of Utah proceeded on the strange logic that.to
have a bullet wound for which no explanation was offered by the
defendant was as admaging evide nce.in this murder trial as the
possession of goods from his store had it been a charge of bur-
glary. However it is very doubtful whether the grocer shot at
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Joe Hill y
Murdered by Authorities of the

I Stoteof Utah, November I9, I915

sso BY son H EN,“ j EACHER AND THE “Av
G5 l B“ E(‘Tuner CK)‘. C Ii Year

mishes in the mines of Utah, free speech fights in Salt Lake City
and particularly for winning a victory at Tucker against the Utah
Construction Co. On November 19,1915, Hill was executed des-
pite the protest of the AFL, and the labour bodies of other coun-
tries, the objections of the Swedish government and the interven-
tion of President Wilson. His funeral in Chicago was attended by
an unexpected .30, 000 mourners who blocked traffic for their

cern for a framed~up working stiff.
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There are women of many descriptions
In this queer world, as everyone knows,

Some are living in beautiful mansions,
And are wearing the finest of clothes.
There are blue-blooded queens and princesses,

Who have charms made of diamond and pearl;
But the only and thoroughbred lady

Is the Rebel Girl.

CHORUS:

That‘: the Rebel Girl, that's the Rebel Girll
To the working class she’: a precious pearl.
She brings courage, pride and ioy
To the fighting Rebel Boy;
We've had girls before, but we need some more
In the Industrial Workers of the World,
For it‘: great to tight for freedom L
With a Rebel Girl. an

Yes, her hands may be hardened from labor,
And her dress may not be very fine;

But a heart in her bosom is beating
That is true to her class and her kind.

And the grafters in terror are trembling
When her spite and defiance she'll hurl;

For the only and thoroughbred lady
Is the Rebel Girl.

——wIw-—
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Words and Music by Joe Hill

JOE HILL was murdered by the state for his be-liefs.Since r.
his death many people have claimed Joe Hill as a symbol
while conveniently forgetting his ideas. His belief in _
organisation and direct action have been ignored by a lot of
anarchists and also by people like the Communist party, who
had no time for him while he lived but also hailed him after _
his murder.

The philosophy of direct action has existed as long as
workers have been in struggle. It was always the first method
of struggle. The early history of the labour movement is one
of bitter struggle with direct action as the centre. The bitter

‘violence of those times has slowly been replaced by the
present pariiamentarist approach of om‘ unions today as the
class struggle has become blunted by a gradualist approach to
social questions. The problem for our union leaders, who
would wish otherwise, is that a basic belief in direct action
has not been destroyed. The idea of takingirhmediate‘ action
to solve any problem, without going through "established
channels" of strikes, sab<m'ge;=.ooeu;n.tione -still appears
despite the wishes of our rulers that we should play by their
rules.

Afew years ago at London airport, an attempt was made to
bring in an American company ca-lied General Air Services to
take over the handling of baggage. It was decided by the
baggage handlers that this was an attempt to bring in non-union
labour in order to destroy the existing structure. The handlers
organised a joint shops stewards comnrittee of all airport
workers, outside contractors- involved in construction work, 1
taxi drivers and many others who were totally uninvolved in
baggage handling. Meetings were held and with the arrival
of the first aircraft that was to be unloaded by G.§A.'S.
employees the workers went out onto the runway and surrounded
the aircraft. The airport police attacked the people, who
retaliated by switching off all power on the air-port and
sabotaging conveyor belts. All this led to G.A. 3. people not
being allowed onto the airport.

This was a perfect example of direct action, it united
usually divided elements, people usually considered unconcerned
with the issue became involved, fought hard and took personal
risks for what they saw as a basic injustice against one
section of the workforce} Such an example shows the power of
workers who become involved in concrete action irstead of '
letting their "leaders" debate the issue with their employees.
By getting involved in direct action everyone con-tributes and
can see the result of united action. It they had gone through the -
"established" procedure the dispute would rroiably have been
lost, but by all being involved, everyone wins . . -. Direct
action is controlled by those people involved in it. It is their
decisions that control their activity. In fact, many sections of
the labour movement use direct action most of the time - e.g.
the construction industry and the miners are all very involved
in "unofficial" actions constantly.

Naturally our rulers want to curb this sort of activity -
proposed legislation over the inst four years has centered
itself on the narrowing field of "legal" direct action. This is in
fact self-defeating since workers en masse have before, and
will again, ignore any law that tries to tie down their means of
Struggle. v ,

The philosophy of direct action does not really exist since it
is a reaction to events, taken generally without reference to any
political implication. It should be the role of anarchists within -
the labour movement to expand these ideas of direct action into
a part of a complete theory that will bring about the downfall of
the existing capitalist order. Attempts to apply the ideas that
sm~round direct action have taken*a downward path since the
times of Joe Hill. Many people are now trying to put the ideas V
of class struggle amrchism back into the working class with
direct action as the centre of activity around which will be built
a mass sernrchtltirvorking class movement. »

R Clem Turff. Secretary. Direct Action Movement.
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THE general atmosphere in workplace s, and amongst most
working people seems to be a misture of fatalism and accept-
ance of ‘our lot‘, with a deep rooted cynicism and disillusion-
ment with all politics. The urge to escape (sports, TV, cards,
working for next year's holiday) dominates and nowhere is to
be foundany libertarian vision of possible social change.
People are afraid of challenging the system, mainly due to the
lack of confidence and strength which would come from being
independently organised. People are divided industrially and
in all marmer of modern categories and sub-cultures, and
sexism and racism abound.

Despite this there remain strong class feelings, a growing
anger at worsening standards of living, and a nihilistic reject-
ion of ‘loyalty to the job‘, especially amongst youngsters.
When pressed, most people will agree that an anarchist soc-
iety is desirable, but insist it isn't possible. They identify
with the system through their property or family structure,
and most hope (despairingly) for reforms or benevolence. A
In this they still support Labour against ‘the Tories‘. We are
all now on the defensive, seeking to stand our ground against
the present profit seeking onslaught.
THE SYSTEM MAKES PREPARATIONS

A careful look at what has been happening in the last few
years reveals a strong pattern. There is the trend towards
corporatism as pushed by the Labour Party, which is attempt-
ing to smother class conflict by institutionalising it through a
growing representative bureaucracy, arbitration, CB1-TUC
joint strategy, participation schemes etc. The welfare state
is seen as vital to the stability of the workforce, but not at the
expense of profits or more urgent public spending (eg. the
military).

The other sort of competing trend, pushed now by the Tories
and industrialists, is to allow the free movement of capital
in order that profitable industry expand -and the rest be dis-
posed with. Nationalisations, the state managing of vital but
unprofitable sectors of the economy, are recognised as a
necessary evil, as is the welfare state. But faced with a profit-
level crisis, there is no hesitation, as we can see now, in
slashing public services and nationalised or unprofitable sect-
ors. In the short term there is bound to be a rise in profits,
but in the long term there looms a destablilised economy,
class confrontation and a possible depression.

Of these two tendencies, the technobureaucracy of the Lab-
our Party has until recently seemed the most stable and logic-
al development for capitalism. Free market capitalism
seemed worn out in the modern world, but in Britain atleast,
is asserting itself a little at the moment. This is either be-
cause there is a genuine economic crisis and class polarisat-
ion is inevitable, or it is a temporary measure both for quick
profits and for discipling the workforce. I think the fact that
the process has been well under way during the last few years
indicates that we could be facing a major capitalist crisis.

The forces and institutions which are entrusted to maintain-
ing the necessary levels of repression and order are definitely
on the move. We are witnessing the militarisation of western
Europe by the police (with increasing use of arms, technology
and military-style organisation), the introduction of a whole
battery of laws designed to wip out the liberal reforms of the
last 100 years or so, especially in the 60s, and worsening
prison conditions. It seems that all this is a recognition of
the increasing need (beyond the usual desire) to strengthen
social control, before any social or economic breakdown.

Much of this increased policing is directed at restless
minorities (in Ireland requiring an army occupation to supp-
ress) or against political activity such as squatting, demon-
strations etc. It is attempting to keep opposition marginal.
But we have seen also increased policing against picketing
(Grunwick‘s, bakers‘ strike, NUJ) and of course the army
brought in more and more to break key strikes. During the
long drivers‘ strike last year the state was worried enough to
set up ‘Emergency Councils‘, then just for propaganda but
actually precursors of military control.

It is not as if the system is certain to collapse or that it
will happen tomorrow, it's just that the system, in order to
survive, has to prepare for any eventualities and adapt. An
energy crisis is foreseen and so nuclear power is being dev-
eloped, although irreversibly lethal. At the same time,
energy is central to any economy, and by centralising and
militarising 1t, the most powerful groups of workers, power
workers (who brought down Heath, Stormont and the Shah of
Ira.n) can be weakened. The same is true of micro-technology
which both increases profits and reduces the strength of
industrial workers. A double-edged sword.
THE UNIONS
 

What is the role of the trade unions? They have always been
the mechanisms which involve workers in negotiating concess-
ions from employers, and a massive bureaucracy of repres-
entation and control has been built up and integrated with cap-
italism, from the low- level officials to the executive. This
machinery is 100 per cent behind the Labour Party and social
democracy and consistently manipulates and suppresses the
entire organised workforce to this end. So for the last five
years, they have attempted to enforce a Social Contract wage
freeze, and ignored the increasing undermining of organised
Labour by scabbing, use of police and army and anti- Labour
Laws.

However, in order to maintain the allegiance of their memb-
ers who still participate to a large extent in branch meetings,
union machinery and the mandating of various levels of repres-
entation, unions have occasionally to organise confrontations
with employers to improve and defend wages and conditions.
This is usually symbolic (eg. one day strike s) unless there is
a level of anger and organisation at grass roots level which
threatens to take up the struggle independently. In this case
the union attempts to suppress shop-floor organisation while
at the same time calling for a wider confrontation (eg. -
inite strike).

Recently, hospital unions have even sanctioned work-in occ-
upations, mainly because they are happening anyway, but also
because of the need to defend the welfare state and knowing
that HOWEVER MILITANT THE RESISTANCE TO TORY
INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY, IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN POSSIBLE
TO TAKE IT OVER AND MANIPULATE IT INTO A STRUGGLE
FOR SOCIAL DEMOCRACY (i.e. LABOUR PARTY.). In this
way the vicious circle is maintained. And we the millions’-‘of
people in workplaces aromid the country have up to now been
unable to break out due to the lack of confidence in alternative
forms of independent organisation (revolutionary unions,
workers‘ councils, unofficial assemblies, rank and file net-
works etc). These alternatives have been suppressed and grad-
ually recuperated into the union structure.

E.0I-h
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However, after four years of Social Contract, with steadily
worsening standards of living, a series of angry and deter-
mined strikes across the whole of industry broke out. The
unions as architects of the Contract had great difficulty in
controlling them, attempting to impose productivity deals
(eg. miners) or ‘special case‘ arguments etc (i.e. firemen).
For this reason independent forms of organisation and resist-
ance have flourished, which we must learn from if we are to
influence the class struggle in the coming years . Let's look
into some of these important struggles.
A) Breakways

In an attempt to negotiate directly with the employers
thousands of skilled carworkers in Leylands and around the
country broke away from their unions forming their own
craft organisation. Although setting up a representative hier-
archy and arguing for the maintenance of differentials, they
faced a massive attack from the press, unions and company.
Their success in surviving and taking united action has shown
that mass breakawavs from unions is a possibility for sections
of workers.
B) Occupations .

Not always successful; this is a tactic which is beginning to
get on the agenda, especially as a way of opposing closures and
redundancies (which we will be experiencing on a mass scale
in the near future). Hospital workers (especially at the Eliz-
abeth Garrett Anderson work-in in London) seem to have been
the first to really take this up and much depends on active
support from those on the outside. The Greenwich Steel fact-
ory occupation collapsed due to lack of support, because they
had to either spread the struggle into other steel plants or
look like keeping control of the factory for a long time. It is
vital that shipyards, steel factories and other workplaces

facing closure are OCCUPIED and supported,
for striking will
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be useless. The beauty of occupations is the ability of the
people involved to retain control of the struggle.
c) On the Job Actions

In April this year 140 of the 180 London GPO offices took
their own action, coordinated London-wide against a rumoured
union/PO ‘efficiency’ agreement as part of a shitty wage deal.
Within a week there was a backlog of 40 million letters and
almost total seizure of the COU.l’lll1'Y'.S mail (60 per cent goes
through London). Yet no-one lost more than four hours‘ pay.
(Most lost two hours). The rotating shift stoppage s, decided "
on the shpfloor, combined with work to rules, non-cooperation.
and anything that was fancied, hid by the apperance of work,
was the most effective action ever taken by postal workers.
Their 1971 all-out strike had been a disaster. Union and man-
agement were shitting themselves and the atmosphere in the
offices was electric. Three thousand demonstrated at 48 hours‘
notice outside Union of Postal Workers headquarters.
Involved myself I would say that it was like a great weight off
our backs, the potential was endless. There were no demands
and just as there was talk of continuing our effortless disrupt-
ion and formulating our own wage demands as the action spread
to other towns the UPW executive organised a national ballot
and the London district council of delegates (mostly officials)
which had supported the action managed to call it off ‘until ,
after the ballot‘. The union lost 6-1, the deal was scrapped e
(a real victory), but the shop floor initiative had been institut-
ionalised and killed. However, this form of organised, local-
ised resistance based on shift decision making, immeasurably
boosted the combativity of postal workers. This form of action
has been well used by public employees and civil servants,
although uneasily controlled by the unions. P
D) Independent Agitation

The first major defeat of the Social Contract was the seven-
week national strike thoughout Fords. There existed across
the country a network of small groups and individuals in each
car factory called the Ford Workers (UK) Combine, which had
consistently agitated against the Social Contract, for action to
be taken for a living wage, and attacking union bureaucracy.
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On the day and at the place that the employers/unions met to
seal _a pathetic 5 per cent wage rise, 200 Combine supporters
angrily picketed and heckled outside. This scene was on the
news and Wl'I‘HIN HOURS ALMOST EVERY FORD FACTORY
HAD SHUT DOWN DUE TO AN INSTANTANEOUS WALK OUT
BY_DlSGUSTED WORKERS . The strike became solid and in-
defmite and a terrified Transport and General Workers Union
had to leap into action, blacking ill movement of Ford parts
and cars in Britain and at ports. Meanwhile the Combine cont-
mued to issue thousands of leaflets, hold meetings, produced
‘FRAUD’ T-shirts, its own record and held marches and pick-
ets. They also countered the pre ss-inspired wives-- against-
the-strike movement. The strike was a total victory.

The Combine then tried to do a regular, popular paper for
Fords, An autonomous organisation, its members included
people from different parties and some anarchists and many
independent militants, with some outside friends helping out.
The value of this sort of organisation is unquestionable and
there exist similar ones, if less effective for the moment, in
other industries and workplaces. ,
E) Suppprt Activity

In any dispute, people not industrially connected can neverthe-
less play a vital part in supporting and extending the struggle.
Getting involved in occupations, mass pickets, parallel cam-
paigns, blacking, collecting money, taking more direct action
against employers etc. With the growth of the women's move-
ment support campaigns have been occasionally organised,
such as equal pay strikes, EGA hospital for women, support
for homeworkers. Also some Asian workers‘ struggles are
being taken up by the Asian COIl1Il’llll'litY. The Grunwiek strike
was turned into a virtual battle between supporters and the
state (Special Patrol Group) and was a total defeat for the
strikers due to the inability of those involved to defend them-
selves (because they accepted control by the left and unions).
However, support committees, often unaligned, organised
blackinfi and transport to picket lines, etc. Same, on a small-
er sca , at the Garners scrike.

The conclusions must be that there should be outside support
for all struggles but it must generate industrial solidarity, or
other activity beyond ‘normal eha1mels'.
F) New Areas

A brief mention must be made about the development of class
conflict in new areas of industry - we have seen struggles of_
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civil servants, hospital workers, social workers, computer
staff and elsewhere. Their newness to industrial action could
bring fresh tactics, although unions ar'e recruiting and stren-
gthening themselves in these areas. At the same time, m1org- A
anised workers are joining unions and going for recognition,
discovering the two-faced attitudes of unions who welcome
them but sabotage their struggles. It is also clear that there
was absolutely no solidarity between the thousands of London
Ford strikers in the TGWU and the 80 Garners strikers trying
to join. ‘Union’? However, the attempts to organise have
been determined and imaginative, and it is possible that frust-
ration could lead to the setting up of new independent unions
(eg. in catering), or some sort of works committee or shop
stewards. In this event, the tmions would steam in with an
apologetic and militant face, to take over. Surprisingly, the
old-established sectors - miners, dockers, rail, engineering
etc - have been kept exceptionally well tmder control (until
recently anyway).
G) Workers’ C0'LlilCi1S

One of the most important events foryears was the lorry
drivers‘ strike in 1978, which brought the British economy in
some sectors to a standstill, in others UNDER CONTROL OF
THE INDEPENDANT STRIKE COMMITTEES - i.e. essential.
goods and services. Whole towns could only function with the
supervision of the lorry drivers, for example Middlesborough
and Warrington, where no goods moved in or out without author-\¢
isation of pickets et up on-all routes. They also sent pickets
to all distribution centres. The Union (TGWU) hierarchy was
never in control of the members although it tried, and it and
the Labour government virtually begged them to return, not
to work, but to ‘normal’ strike tactics. They didn't issue
orders, send in the army or the police because they were
terrified of two things - a) The seemingly unlimited determin-
ation and power of the strikers, b) The escalation of the dis-
pute into a general shut-down of industry: this would have caused
an emergency social situation which could have been solved by
the development of the lorry drivers’ committees, joining with
other groups of workers, into WORKERS' COUNCILS to take
over the management of each town and area. And fuck me if
that's not what we've wanted for 100 years. A dual power,
revolutionary situation! Suffice to say they got their demands
in full.

In the huge Scott-Caledonian shipyards in Port Glasgow,
there is a widely read regular bulletin, started by anarchists,
which is trying to agitate for the abolition of the shop stewards’
committee (the union officialdom is irrelevant and hated any-
way) and turning the assemblies into a works council. Facing
mass redundancies, and with a need to occupy, this is no mere
dream.

III III Ill '

So working people are increasingly employing new forms of
organisation to resist their exploitation by the ruling class
and manipulation and representation by unions. We have to.

Out-the -gate strikes, for a day or indefinite, have been the
traditional form of struggle, but are now either extremely
poor weapons against a well-organised capitalism, or they are
turned by‘ unions into a merely passive and symbolic show of
strength‘ (and weakness). In the second case they rarely scare
the employers, and anyway only serve to strengthen union
machinery controlling us.

THE LEFT

You may be getting the impression that revolution is about to
break out any minute. Unfortunately, not true! Most of the
above struggles are strictly economistic, those involved are
rarely interested in general social change, wishing only to
defend their standard of living. In any case, revolutions have
up to now been transformed, taken over and crushed by statist
organisations and institutions, because THEY MAKE CON'l1Thi-
UAL PREPARATIONS for seizing power, and for spreading
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their ideas and strategies amongst the workers. We have to
arnlyse and counter their influence, and fight their organisat-
ions for they are masters of manipulation. The left, including
the labour Party, are a fifth column among the working class,
controlled by a rising bureaucratic middle elass which repres-
ents the logical continuation of the system - State Capitalism.

The Labour Party controls the unions. The various Marxist
parties seek to gain influence within unions by taking control
of the branches and shop stewards’ committees. To this end,
they create any amount of front organisations which work hard
both on the shop floor and within the union hierarchy and con-
ferences, to push their line and transitional strategies. Their
influence in workplaces comes from the consistent work they
do to present their ideas as the only alternative opposition to
the employers or to ‘the Right‘ within the unions. They are
capable, through this influence and their organisations, of
adapting - should unions be replaced by workers’ councils, or
other such organisations, they will be there to try and take
them over. '

Anarchists and councillist ideas are almost non-existant
amongst workers. On the one hand, libertarians tend to be
drawn into various leftie fronts and so neutralised. On the
other hand, most working people drawn into such groups are
involved in wage st:ruggles, for example, and have begun to
reject only certain aspects» of their conditioning, and are not
committed revolutionaries. This is why Marxist groups supp-
ort social democracy as 'transitional' to some socialist future
or other, and recruit on this basis. Their members therefore
never mature to revolutionary ideas. To cooperate with or
work within ‘the Left’ is disastrous. We will be consistently
used and manipulated. If in reality we feel we have to work
with the odd SW P member or so in our workplace, with the
Rankand File within our industry, or with the local party in
our town, it is entirely becaue of a lack of our own alternative
strategy.
RE VOLUTIONARY AGITATION

So what should revolutionaries be saying and doing, apart
from the day-to-day individual discussions with colleagues?
Firstly we have to create our own autonomous groups and org-
anisations, and develop a realistic and consistent modern
strategy, for ourselves and for sympathisers and for the class
struggle in general. Slogans are mere rhetoric. It is obvious
that new forms of organisation in the control of the shop and
office floor are being discovered and employed, along with
traditional ones. Assemblies, councils, support groups, mass
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pickets, secondary picketing, autonomous industrial networks
- involved in occupations, strikes, work-to-rules etc. It is
our task to encourage, explainpand strengthen these and other
similar developments around the world, and to agitate effect-
ively to sgread them throughout all the workplaces and in each
struggle. At the same time, we have to stimulate the weak,
often buried, political ideas and conclusions, and sp-ead the
vision of an anarchist future. As our acuvlfiefl and idea! beg"!
to be seen to be -relevant, people will become interested in
working with us. We have to create a consistent esence, with
a network of local and industrial agltational groups and organis-
ations, all welcoming and involving new people. We must not
only influence events and people in t:he short term, but prepare
for any future situations. .

There are two main groups operating in London who are be-
ginning to create such a movement - the Direct Action Move-
ment (DAM) and the group I am involved with, the London
Workers Group. —

The DAM is a national anarcho-syndicalist organisation with
60 mem'n'érs after only six months, and already beginning to
produce and widely distribute effective material. It is firmly
industrial and working class in orientation, yet also committed
to other areas of activity. Many of its members would "like to _
create a CNT-type Industrial Union, but others, like us in the
LWG, rightly see the function of anarchists as supporting the
various forms of organisation which are created by workers
themselves to express the needs of their struggles.

To attempt to organise to replace trade unions with revolut-
ionary industrial unions, is impossible because the existing
unions can recuperate and destroy such a movement, and no-I
where will it be allowed to negotiate. At the same time, an
organisation which is set up to negotiate will be institutionalised
and forced to create a bureaucracy. It will then be a barrier to
progress. The DAM is, however, a recruiting organisation.

The LWG is working closely with DAM (London) and has
decided"5'remain an independent organisation, although there
is an overlap of membership; We do not recruit, aiming to
spread our ideas by example. We aim to encourage the format-
ion of similar autonomous groups in every town and industry,
not necessarily anarchist, or permanent, but contributing to
a consistently growing libertarian workers movement, uncon-
trolled by dogma and structure, but responding to the immed-
iate and long-term needs of the class struggle. It's about time
anarchists put their theories into pactice. As Joe Hill said
- ‘don't moan, organise! '

DAVE, London Workers Group


